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About This Game

"Sort ‘Em" lets you test your sorting skills by becoming a fruit sorter at your local grocery store! Keep the store in stock by
sorting apples, oranges, strawbe 5d3b920ae0
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Cute, blocky sorting fun. Would like to see some more enviorments (maybe a factory with widets and boxes to fill instead of
shopping carts).. Easy to pick up and fun VR game!. I have sampled a lot of VR games and this one is really fun. I look forward
to seeing what the dev does in the future.. fun game.. Haven't played many VR games yet, but so far this was a fun game with a
good mix of things to do.. As of now I must give this game a down vote. The games physics feel really weird and throwing
objects doesnt feel natural. The game overall doesnt feel finished and within the first few min of playing I discovered a bug with
the candy bar which makes it impossible to toss to the child. Trying to quickly grab the knife and grab the apple doesnt work
and 9 / 10 the knife wont even grab with the left hand. This game still has hope in future updates but as of now is not worth
buying.. Cute, blocky sorting fun. Would like to see some more enviorments (maybe a factory with widets and boxes to fill
instead of shopping carts).
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